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THE OSINSKIS REMODEL

FOR AN UPGRADE!

LIGHTING

Pendant Lighting is by Quoizel

The right decorative
Lighting can be the
finishing touch to tie
your whole project
together.

The Osinskis’ Texas Township home, which they had built in 1990, had served them well as their children, Sydney,
now 17, and Ryan, 16, were growing up. During those child-rearing years, Vicki Osinski says, “We put everything
else on the side.” But now the kitchen needed an upgrade. “We thought that was all we’d do,” Vicki says.
To find a remodeling contractor, Vicki and her husband, Mark, turned to the internet. The first contractors who
answered their call came ready to give estimates, but, Vicki reports, never even took measurements or asked the
couple any questions. At that point, she says, “We thought we might not remodel after all.”
Then they met DeHaan Remodeling Specialists, Inc. “We were very impressed when Bob [DeHaan] walked in,”
Vicki says. “He knew what he was talking about.”
By this time the Osinskis saw that the potential for upgrades could go well beyond the kitchen. Like many
homeowners, they could see the value in refreshing many other parts of the house, too. Vicki says she was
overwhelmed by the thought of the project. “I didn’t know exactly what I wanted. You have to show me what

COUNTERTOPS

Osinskis chose LG quartz countertops,
in color pattern ‘Juniper Trail’.

Combining surfaces of
wood, glass, steel and
stone created a
balanced composition.

CABINETS

Featured are antique white
Shaker Door style cabinets
by Great Northern Cabinets

Quality craftsmanship
in your cabinets is a
must! This is one thing you
don’t want to skimp on.

something will look like.” After several meetings with
DeHaan Remodeling, however, the plan came together. And,
with the help of DeHaan-recommended Mary Quinn, owner
of Legacy Design, colors, flooring, cabinets, tiles,
backsplashes and more were chosen and, in April 2018, the
family and the construction team were ready to go.

The
hardwood
flooring
throughout the
main level is
a pre-finished
hickory.

IS YOUR HOME
READY TO TAKE
YOU INTO YOUR
GOLDEN YEARS?
“We’re very happy
and excited,” says
Vicki Osinski, of
the family home’s
brand- new look
and efficiency.

THE OSINSKIS REMODEL

- continued

Starting that month, with work now planned not only for
the kitchen, but also including a new mudroom, flooring
on the whole lower level of the house, a redone bathroom,
and a fireplace conversion in the living room, the family of
four started spending a lot more time in their sun room.
Vicki says that Jorden DeHaan, who was on site every day,
and his brother, Branden, who oversaw the project, made
sure to minimize the household disruption during the
work. Vicki says of Jorden DeHaan: “He was responsible
and respectful. I can’t say enough good things about him.”
The DeHaans kept Vicki and Mark updated as things went
along, and—much to Vicki’s relief—were able to limit the
time the laundry room was inaccessible to just one day.
Construction was not only on time, but, says Vicki, even
faster than expected.
The project was completed in July 2018, just three months
after work began .And now, more than eight months later,
says Vicki, the DeHaans still “come right out to fix any
minor things we find.”
Not only would the Osinskis definitely call DeHaan Remodeling for their own future projects, but they have already
enthusiastically recommended the company to others.

As a trusted Certified
Aging-in-Place
Specialist in southwest Michigan, we
have the knowledge
and technology for
designing
and
building enriching, barrier-free
‘Home for Life’ environments.
Modifications can range from the
installation of bath and shower
grab bars and adjustment of
countertop heights, to the creation
of multifunctional first floor master
suites and widening of doorways
and hallways.
We start out by learning more
about your specific needs and
assessing your home to find potential
problem areas. We’ll provide
recommendations on ways to
improve accessibility and comfort
in your home as you grow older.
Call us to find out what solutions
are best for you.

CONNECT WITH US:

TRUSTED, CERTIFIED SPECIALISTS SINCE 1978
Email our office: mary@dehaanremodeling.com
Bob DeHaan is a Certified Graduate Remodeler and a Certified Aging-In Place
Specialist. Designated by the National Home Builders Association.

(269) 343-3757
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